Police Station – 17
Sr. No.
1.

Date
02.05.2015

Detail of Event
Chandigarh police achieved a major success by arresting 05 accused
of cheating in case FIR no. 122 dated 21.04.2015 u/s 419, 420, 120B IPC
PS – 17, Chandigarh. During the course of investigation accused
Harpreet singh s/o Tarsem Lal r/o 626, Gate no. 1, Chuna Bhatti
Chandimandir, District Panchkula age 26 yrs. Manoj Giri s/o Mohan Giri
r/o 3-C, Green View Apartment, Dhakoli (Zirakpur) age 25 yrs. Ankush
kakar s/o Sh. Vijay Kumar r/o 232, AKS Colony PH-II Chandigarh, Scahin
Sharma s/o Sh. Rajesh Kumar r/o 318 Penta Home, Zirakpur and Atul
Chobe s/o Dinesh Kumar r/o 428, Sector 46 A, Chandigarh were
arrested.
The modus operandi of the accused persons that they use to target the
retired persons by alluring them for good benefit in making investment
in SBI Life/Mutual Funds and PNB Metlife. They obtained cheques from
the complainant by filling only amount in it and keep the pay colum
blank and later on they filled their personal account number in it and
withdraw the amount in their accounts and equally share the cheated
amount with each others.
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06.11.2015

Today i.e. 01.10.15 a Public Grievances Redressal Camp
(Complaint Redressal Camp) was held in the premises of Police
Station, Sector 17, Chandigarh at 11:00 AM and at 3:30 PM also in the
premises of Police Station Sector 34, Chandigarh, chaired by Dr.
Sukhchain Singh Gill IPS, SSP/UT, Chandigarh. Sh. Navdeep Singh Brar,
ASP/South Sub-Division, Chandigarh, Sh. Satish Kumar, DSP/Central
Sub-Division, Chandigarh and other officers along with the SHO’s of
both Police Stations were present during the Camp.
During the redressal Camps at Police Station Sector-17, total 47 persons
including complainants/alleged persons and prominent persons from
Market Welfare Association, Sector-17, visited the Police Station to know
the present status of their complaints. The facts of 71 complaints were
discussed, out of which 17 complaints were disposed off on the spot
with their satisfaction and 01 complaint has been recommended for
registration of case.
A case of snatching has been solved a Case FIR No. 486 U/S
356,379,411 IPC has been registered in PS-17, Chandigarh with the
arrest of Bheem R/o Jhuggi No.74, Sector-38 (W), Chandigarh. The case
has been worked out.
Chandigarh police achieved a major success by arresting accused
Sarabjit Singh @ Rocky s/o Harmesh Singh # 218, Gali No. 6, Azad Nagar
Balongi, Distt. Mohali age 25 yrs and Manpreet Singh @ Monu s/o Late
Sohan Lal r/o KillaBroon, Ram Colony Camp, Hoshiarpur Pb. age 22 yrs
an organized gang involved in case FIR No. 436 dated 25.10.15 U/s
341,307,34 IPC & 25/54/59 A. Act, IPC PS-17, Chandigarh
A Case FIR No. 456, U/S 473, 411 IPC has been registered in P.S. 11,
Chandigarh against Rajinder @ Bablu R/o Villag Chamba, Tehri
Garhwal, Distt. Dehradun, (UK) who was arrested from Sector 25,
Chandigarh on 06-11-2015 and recovered Activa bearing fake
registration No. CH-01AR-0401 which was stolen from Sector 9,
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Chandigarh. The case has been worked out.
Chandigarh Police (Crime Branch) arrested/ apprehended Ajay Kumar
R/o Sector-38 (W), Chandigarh and two girls/ladies near Public Toilets,
Sector-22, Chandigarh on 4.11.2015 who were indulged in the immoral
trafficking activities. A Case FIR No. 450 U/S 4,5,7,8 of Immoral Traffic
Prevention Act 1956 has been registered in PS-17, Chandigarh.
A Case FIR No. 494 U/S 379,356,411 IPC was registered in PS-17,
Chandigarh. in this case, Police party apprehend one of them namely
Atul R/o # 2651, Dadu Majra, Chandigarh age 26, and later on other
(Juvenile) has also been apprehended. The case was worked out.
Wasim Ahmed R/o # 47, Phase-3, BDC, Sector-26, Chandigarh alleged
that Pardeep (servant) R/o # 619, Kachi Colony, Dhanas, Chandigarh
stolen utensils from Aroma Hotel, Sector-22, Chandigarh. Accused has
been arrested in this case. A Case FIR No. 527 U/S 381 IPC added 411
IPC has been registered in PS-17, Chandigarh. The case has been
worked out.
Public Grievances Redressal Camp (Complaint Redressal Camp) have
been organized in the premises of PS-34, PS-Manimajra & PS-17 in which
7 Police Stations were included i.e. PS-34, 49, Manimjara, IT park,
Maulijagran, 17 & Police Station–11, Chandigarh, which was chaired by
Dr. Sukhchain Singh Gill IPS, SSP/UT, Chandigarh alongwith concerned
SDPOs and SHOs, I/C PP’s, and investigating officer/inquiry officers were
present during the Camp
Accused Arrested in FIR No. 104 u/s 420 IPC PS-17, UT, Chandigarh
Sh. Jasvir Singh resident of Sector-22, Chandigarh alleged that Mithu
Kumar R/o Village Behroriya, Gaya Bihar, who cheated complainant by
withdrawing cash Rs. 11000/- from his account on 31.01.2016 at SBI ATM
at Booth No. 66, Sector-22, Chandigarh.
Accused Arrested in FIR No. 102 u/s 420 IPC PS-17, UT, Chandigarh
Sh. Pawan Kumar Luthra, Chief Manager, SBI, Sector-17,
Chandigarh alleged that Mithu Kumar R/o Village-Barhoriya, PSFatehpur Tarawan, Distt-Gaya (Bihar) cheated with complainant by
withdrawing Cash Rs. 20,000/- from account of complainant through
ATM, Sector-17, Chandigarh on 20.2.2016. Accused has been arrested
in this case. Investigation of the case is in progress.
Sh. Lalit Kumar, Manager, Woodland, SCO No. 30, Sector-17-E,
Chandigarh reported that someone has stolen cash Rs. 1.5 Lacs from
said SCO on 22.08.2016. Later accused Anil Kumar R/o Village-Thakur
Khera, PO-Bomemav, Distt-Raibareli (UP) has been arrested in this case.
A Case FIR No. 332, U/S 380,457 added 411 IPC has been registered in
PS-17, Chandigarh. Investigation of the case is in progress.
Accused arrested for house theft
Sh. Varinder Singh R/o # 1159, Sector-22-B, Chandigarh alleged that
three persons committed theft (stolen two mobile phone & document)
from his room and one Azhar caught by complainant on the spot. Later
Mohamed Nadeen and Mohamed Ujer, VPO-Kiratpur, Distt-Bijnore (UP)
have been arrested in this case. A Case FIR No. 338 U/S 380 IPC (added
411,34 IPC) has been registered in PS-17, Chandigarh.
ATM fraud cases solved
A team under the supervision of Sh. Ram Gopal, DSP/Central, headed
by Insp. Ranjit Singh SHO PS Sec-17 along with police officials of
Chandigarh police achieved a major success by cracking six ATM

fraud cases of police station Sector 17, Chandigarh. On 01.11.16, one
Mandeep Kumar s/o Sh. Babu Ram # 2091, DMC, Chandigarh made a
complaint in which he reported that he is serving in Income Tax
Department Sector 17 Chd. On 17.10.16 at about 1.50 PM he came to
deposit Rs 9000/- in the deposit machine of NRI branch which is situated
in SBI zonal office Sector 17, Chandigarh, where one boy was already
standing there. When he was depositing the money, the machine was
not accepting it. During this process said boy saw the PIN number of
customer ATM and after that he took his ATM from his hand for his help.
He swipes the ATM card and then again he put his PIN number and
cash was successfully deposited. That boy handed over the ATM to him
and he (complainant) was in hurry and left from there. At about 2.02
PM he came to know that Rs. 9000/- has been withdrawn from his
account from the ATM of Bank of India Sector 17, Chd. When he
checks his ATM, he noticed that his ATM has been exchanged with the
same ATM card by said boy by cheating. On his complaint case FIR No.
399 dated 01.11.16 u/s 406,420 IPC has been registered. During the
course of investigation accused Nikhil Thakur s/o Bachitter Singh r/o #
414/2, Sector 45A, Chd age 24 yrs has been arrested with the help of
the complainant Mandeep Kumar. During further interrogation he
disclosed that he had committed cheating with many peoples by
exchanging their ATM cards in different Sectors of U.T, Chandigarh. With
the arrest of accused the following six ATM fraud cases and one
snatching case have been solved and more ATM fraud cases are
expected to be solved of other police stations of UT, Chandigarh.
1. Case FIR No. 268 dt 28.7.15 U/S 420 IPC PS-17, S/T Simranjit Kaur
Sandhu W/O
Vijay Pal Singh R/O # 674, Ph-3B1 Mohali.
2. Case FIR No 376 dt 17.9.16 U/S 420 IPC PS-17, S/T Isha Sharma D/o
Lokesh
Sharma
R/o
#1907,
Sector-22B,
Chandigarh.
3. Case FIR No. 22 dt 11.01.16 U/S 420 IPC PS-17, S/T Manisha Kumari D/o
Sh. Ram Mehar Singh R/o H.NO 3146 Sector 22 D Chd.
4. Case FIR No. 247 dt 26.6.16 U/S 420 IPC PS-17, S/T Simran preet kaur
D/o Sh Darshan Singh R/o Meritorious school sec 70 Mohali PB.
5. Case FIR No. 367 dt 21.9.16 U/S 420 IPC PS-17, S/T Sh. Amit Choudhary
s/o Prem Sagar r/o Village Nathed Distt. Kangra HP.
6. Case FIR No. 399 dt 1.11.16 U/S 420, 406 IPC PS-17, S/T Mandeep
Kumar S/O Babu Ram R/O # 2091, DMC Chandigarh.
7. Case FIR No. 381 dt 6.10.16, U/S 379, 356 IPC add 411 IPC PS-17, S/T
Ms. Aarti Dhiman S/o Chaman lal R/o H. No 1350 Sector 6.10.122 B
Chandigarh.
Note: - Recovered 16 ATM Cards of different persons and snatched
purse containing ATM of OBC and documents.
15.

04.02.2017

A cases under Gambling Act Action against gambling
Chandigarh Police arrested Shiv Shankar R/o # 3194/1, Sector-38/D,
Chandigarh, Rajinder Singh R/o# 21, Charan Singh Colony, Mauli
Jagran, Chandigarh, Ravi Kumar R/o # 3747, Maloya Colony,
Chandigarh and Murgeshan R/o # 3219, Sector-38/D, Chandigarh
while they were gambling near Shanti Kunj, Sector 16, Chandigarh and
cash Rs. 24,250/- was recovered from their possession. A Case FIR No.
25, U/S 13-3-67 Gambling Act has been registered at PS-17,
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Chandigarh. Accused later on bailed out.
A cases under Gambling Act Action against gambling
Chandigarh Police arrested Shiv Shankar R/o # 3194/1, Sector-38/D,
Chandigarh, Rajinder Singh R/o# 21, Charan Singh Colony, Mauli
Jagran, Chandigarh, Ravi Kumar R/o # 3747, Maloya Colony,
Chandigarh and Murgeshan R/o # 3219, Sector-38/D, Chandigarh
while they were gambling near Shanti Kunj, Sector 16, Chandigarh and
cash Rs. 24,250/- was recovered from their possession. A Case FIR No.
25, U/S 13-3-67 Gambling Act has been registered at PS-17,
Chandigarh. Accused later on bailed out.
A cases under Gambling Act Action against gambling
Chandigarh Police arrested Shiv Shankar R/o # 3194/1, Sector38/D, Chandigarh, Rajinder Singh R/o# 21, Charan Singh Colony,
Mauli Jagran, Chandigarh, Ravi Kumar R/o # 3747, Maloya Colony,
Chandigarh and Murgeshan R/o # 3219, Sector-38/D, Chandigarh
while they were gambling near Shanti Kunj, Sector 16, Chandigarh
and cash Rs. 24,250/- was recovered from their possession. A Case
FIR No. 25, U/S 13-3-67 Gambling Act has been registered at PS17, Chandigarh. Accused later on bailed out.
One arrested for stealing mobile phone
Sh. Pawan Kumar R/o # 378-A, Saini Vihar, Ph-1, Baltana, Distt.
Mohali (PB) reported that someone has stolen his I-Phone from his
car No. CH04-H-4685 parked near Children Traffic Park, Sector 23,
Chandigarh on 16.02.2017. Later accused namely Omkar R/o #
585, Ph-1, BDC, Sector-26, Chandigarh has been arrested in this
case. A case FIR No. 54, U/S 379, 411 IPC has been registered in
PS-17, Chandigarh. Investigation of the case is in progress.
One arrested under Wild Life Protection Act
A case FIR No. 55, U/S 9, 51 The Wild Life Protection Act 1972 has
been registered in PS-17, Chandigarh against Sagar R/o R.K.
Colony, Murthal, Sonipat (HR) who was arrested near taxi stand,
SCO No. 2405, Sector 22, Chandigarh and a Sand Bhoa Snake has
been recovered from his possession. Investigation of the case is in
progress.
One arrested with stolen laptop
Staff of PS-17 arrested Namleesh John R/o # 582 near Chinda
House, Naya Gaon, Mohali (PB) and recovered stolen Laptop from
his possession near Rose Garden, Sector-16, Chandigarh. A case
FIR No. 59, U/S 379, 411 IPC has been registered in PS-17,
Chandigarh.
A lady resident of Banglore alleged that electrician Rajinder
Singh R/o # 336 H.B Colony Dhanas, Chandigarh tried to outrage
her modesty in room at Hotel Piccadilly, Sector 22, Chandigarh on
08.04.2017. A Case FIR No. 87, U/S 354-A, 511 IPC has been
registered in PS-17, Chandigarh. Accused has been arrested in this
case.
Child Labor
A Case FIR No. 194, U/S 79 JJ ACT & 374 IPC has been registered
in PS-17, Chandigarh on the complaint of Child Protection officer,
Child Line Helpline, Chandigarh against against owner of H.No.
3053, Sector 22-D, Chandigarh who engaged a minor child age
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about 8 years for labour at his residence. Child has been admitted in
Snehalya, Maloya, Chandigarh.
One arrested under NDPS Act
Operation Cell of Chandigarh Police arrested Nimesh Jaiswal
resident of Distt. Mohali, near School Sector-22, Chandigarh and
recovered 50 GM Charas from his possession. A case FIR No. 252, U/S 20
NDPS Act has been registered in PS-17, Chandigarh.
One arrest under Eve teasing
A girl resident of Sector 15A, Chandigarh alleged that Tushar Virk R/o #
287, Sector 23A, Chandigarh occupant of i-20 car No. CH20(T)6892
eve-teased and tried to kidnap her in his car in front of ISBT, Sector 17
near Hotel Sunbeam, Chandigarh on 09.09.2017. A case FIR No. 294,
U/S 354, 354D, 365, 511 IPC has been registered in PS-17, Chandigarh.
Accused has been arrested in this case.
Chandigarh Police holds free Multi Specialty Health Camp on 14-102017 from 09:00 AM to 01:00 PM in association with PGIMER,
Chandigarh
Chandigarh, October 14: Chandigarh Police in association with PGIMER,
Chandigarh today organized a free multi Speciality Health Camp at
Community Center, Sector-25, Chandigarh. Around 190 Public persons and
their family members attended the Camp. A team of PGIMER Doctors
addressed the Healthcare needs of all present in camp. Free tests
including Blood Pressure, Blood Sugar, Eyes Checkup and free medicines
were also provided during Camp. Sh. Ram Gopal, DSP/Central was the
main coordinator of the camp.
Nilambari Jagadale, IPS, W/SSP, UT, supervised the camp.
Ram Gopal , DSP Central said that “We are thankful to the PGIMER,
Chandigarh Team for their focus on Medical and Service excellence.
PGIMER, Chandigarh has worked towards delivering unwavering patient
care. We feel that it is important for people to commit themselves to a
Healthier future comprising of a comprehensive health check-up on a
regular basis. With this objective, PGIMER, Chandigarh team of expert
Doctors has come together to counsel people for their related problems.”
During medical checkup total 190 Public persons and their family
members have attended the camp and the examination of Blood Pressure,
Weight, Random Blood Sugar, Eyes and provided free medicine and
Optical.

26.

17.10.2017

A team of Sub-Division Central of Chandigarh Police under the
supervision of Sh. Ram Gopal, DSP/Central assisted by Insp. Shadi Lal,
SHO/Sarangpur hold a Free Medical Health Check Up Camp in association
with MAX Hospital at Kachi Colony, Dhanas, Chandigarh on 17 th of
October 2017 from 10:00 AM to 01:00 PM.

In this Free Medical Health Check up Camp, the facilities of
General Check up, Dental Check up, Pediatric/Child specialist, BP & Sugar
Check up were given to the visitors. Moreover, free of cost medicals along
with hand sanitizer were also provided. Total 303 persons i.e. 46 Male, 113
Female & 144 Children availed these facilities.
The teams of Sub-Division Central assisted by PS-03, PS-11, PS17 and PS-Sarangpur have organized four medical checkup camps in this
month of October at different places i.e. Village Kaimbwala, Colony,
Sector 25, Chandigarh, ISBT, Sector 17 and Dhanas, Chandigarh. Total
864 persons availed the free health checkup facility at these camps.
27.

28.12.2017

Arrest and recovery in snatching cases
Chandigarh Police achieved a major success to work out the snatching
case FIR No. 394 dated 22.12.17 u/s 379, 356, 34 IPC add 411 IPC as well
as MV theft cases by the team led by SI Mohinder Singh, SI Sombir
Singh under the supervision of SHO 17 and Sh. Ram Gopal, SDPO Central
Division with the arrest of accused Naveen S/o Dinesh R/o H. No. 604
Sector-16 Chandigarh Age-20 Years and Amit Singh Gill S/o Ravinder
Singh Gill R/o H. No. 2103 Sector-24 Chandigarh Age-21 years who were
active in tri-city in snatching and Motor Vehicle theft.
In case FIR No. 394 dated 22.12.17 U/s 379, 356, 34 IPC was registered
at PS-17 Chandigarh. It has come to notice that one snatcher is residing
in sector-16, Chandigarh and during investigation on 22.12.17 accused
Naveen S/o Dinesh R/o H. No. 604 Sector-16 Chandigarh Age-20 Years
has been arrested and recovered the snatched mobile phone MI-Note-3,
golden color. He disclosed that the other boy who was also involved with
him for this snatching is residing at H. No. 2103 Sector-24 Chandigarh.
Then Amit Singh Gill S/o Ravinder Singh Gill R/o H. No. 2103 Sector-24
Chandigarh Age-21 years was arrested with his bike CH-01BL-7874 which
was used for snatching. On next day i.e. 23.12.17 out of them accused
namely Naveen S/o Dinesh R/o H. No. 604 Sector-16 Chandigarh Age-20
Years was sent to judicial custody and other accused Amit Singh Gill has
taken in police custody after obtaining 01 day police remand.
Further interrogation accused Amit Singh Gill disclosed that he was also
stolen a splendor M/Cycle PB-65M-6753 from parking of Sector-22 B
Chandigarh. In this regard, case FIR No. 91 dated 10.04.17 u/s 379 IPC is
registered at PS-17 on the complaint Sh. Ram Sawroop. The accused has
also disclosed that his other friends Nikhil Rai and Vinayak Ashri were
also involved in MV theft cases and were rounded up in sector-22,
Chandigarh riding by a stolen Activa with fake number. On 26.12.17 a naka
was laid down at SD Mandir Sec-22 C Chd on this secret information and
apprehended Nikhil Rai s/o Sh. Harish Kumar R/O # 3394, sec-45 D Chd

Age- 23 Yrs and Vinayak Sharma S/O Gobind Sharma r/O # 22, Bala ji 2 Shresth housing complex-1 lohgarh zirakpur PB, Age- 24 Yrs with stolen
activa number CH04J7305 having fake number CH01AF9713 which was
stolen as per FIR No. 212 dated 26.11.17 u/s 379 IPC of PS-19,
Chandigarh. in this regard case FIR No. 399 dated 26.12.17 u/s 473, 411,
34 IPC has been registered at PS-17 and stolen activa with fake number
plate has been recovered. They have been produced before the duty
magistrate Sh. Palwinderjit Singh JMIC and 02 days police remand
obtained.
On further investigation total 09 vehicles 01 four wheeler and 08 two
wheelers i.e 01 car, 03 Motorcycle’s & 05 scooters have been recovered
on their instance as per detail below:S
No.

Make

Recovered from

1.

Splendor

Pre Parking ISBT Sec-17, Chandigarh

2.

Activa

Near SD Mandir Sec-22, Chandigarh

3.

Accent car

Abandoned recovered from residential area
Dhanas

4.

Honda shine

Railway Station parking

5.

Activa

Railway Station parking

6.

Aviator

Railway Station parking

7.

Activa

Residential area Naya Goan PB

8.

Platina

Residential area Naya Goan PB

9.

Activa

Residential area Naya Goan PB

FIRs have been worked out with the arrest of accused Naveen, Amit
Singh Gill, Nikhil Rai & Vinayak Sharma: 1
2
3

28.
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FIR No. 91 dt. 10.04.17 U/s 379 IPC PS 17, Chd. (Splendor)
FIR No. 399 dt 26.12.17 u/s 473, 411, 34 IPC PS-17, Chd (Activa)
FIR No. 363 dt 22.11.17 U/s 379 IPC PS 17, Chd (Honda Accent
Car)
4 FIR No. 212 dt 26.11.17 u/s 379 IPC PS-19, Chd (Activa)
5 FIR No. 516/17 u/s 379 IPC PS-39, Chd (Honda Aviator)
Gang of Snatchers arrested
Chandigarh police achieved success to work out a snatching case by
the arresting both accused person namely Aman Dhall S/o Lt. Sh. Om
Chand R/o # 92, Govind Nagar, Naya Gaon, Distt Mohali, (PB) Age- 25 yrs

and Sethi @ Mohit S/o Tirilok Singh R/O # 150, Govind Nagar, Naya
Gaon, Distt Mohali (PB) Age-22 yrs in snatching case committed near
ISBT Chowk, Sector-17, Chandigarh by the team of Chandigarh police
under the supervision of Sh. Ram Gopal, SDPO-Central Division Chandigarh
lead by SHO PS-17 and ASI Raghubir Singh.
During the course of investigation the accused arrested by ASI
Raghubir Singh with police party on the clues taken from of CCTV
cameras at Market, Sector-19, Chandigarh, where complainant visited for
her purchase. In this regard a case FIR No. 36 dated 31.01.18 u/s 379,
356, 34 IPC add 411 IPC has been registered in Police Station Sector-17,
Chandigarh.
Recovered Item:One bag containing some clothes and documents.
Profile of accused:Aman Dhall S/O Lt. Sh. Om Chand R/O # 92, Govind Nagar Naya Gaon
Distt Mohali, PB Age- 25 yrs Edu- 10+2, unmarried.
Sethi @ Mohit S/O Tirilok Singh R/O # 150, Govind Nagar Naya Gaon
Distt Mohali PB Age- 22 yrs., Edu- 10th, unmarried.
29.
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Gang of Snatchers arrested
Chandigarh police achieved success to work out a snatching case by
the arresting both accused person namely Aman Dhall S/o Lt. Sh. Om
Chand R/o # 92, Govind Nagar, Naya Gaon, Distt Mohali, (PB) Age- 25 yrs
and Sethi @ Mohit S/o Tirilok Singh R/O # 150, Govind Nagar, Naya
Gaon, Distt Mohali (PB) Age-22 yrs in snatching case committed near
ISBT Chowk, Sector-17, Chandigarh by the team of Chandigarh police
under the supervision of Sh. Ram Gopal, SDPO-Central Division Chandigarh
lead by SHO PS-17 and ASI Raghubir Singh.
During the course of investigation the accused arrested by ASI
Raghubir Singh with police party on the clues taken from of CCTV
cameras at Market, Sector-19, Chandigarh, where complainant visited for
her purchase. In this regard a case FIR No. 36 dated 31.01.18 u/s 379,
356, 34 IPC add 411 IPC has been registered in Police Station Sector-17,
Chandigarh.
Recovered Item:One bag containing some clothes and documents.
Profile of accused:Aman Dhall S/O Lt. Sh. Om Chand R/O # 92, Govind Nagar Naya Gaon
Distt Mohali, PB Age- 25 yrs Edu- 10+2, unmarried.
Sethi @ Mohit S/O Tirilok Singh R/O # 150, Govind Nagar Naya Gaon
Distt Mohali PB Age- 22 yrs., Edu- 10th, unmarried.
Recovery in snatching cases & thefts
On secret information a Naka was laid near Kiran Cinema Sector-

22 Chandigarh and apprehended two boys namely Harinder Singh @
Harry S/o Gurjit Singh # 3598 sec 22D, Chandigarh, Deepak Mehra @
Vicky s/o Kishan Lal r/o # 3217, PEC campus Sec-12 Chandigarh with
Activa CH01BD9922. During interrogation one Samsung mobile phone
recovered from their possession, which was snatched in case FIR No. 22
dated 19.01.18 U/S 356, 379 IPC PS-17, Chandigarh. They were
thoroughly interrogated and disclosed that they along with their 3 rd
associate named Amritpal @ Ashu also snatched a mobile phone from a
pedestrian person in the residence area Sec-22/B Chandigarh, In this
regard, a FIR No. 15 dated 13.01.18 u/s 356, 379 IPC was already
registered. Accordingly 3 rd accused Amrit Pal @ Ashu s/o Sh Balwinder
Singh R/o House no 1250 A Sector 20 B Chandigarh was also arrested and
recovered snatched mobile phone in case FIR NO 15/18 U/s 356,379 IPC
Ps-17 Chandigarh. On 10.03.2018, they were produce before the Hon’ble
court and obtained 02 days police remand, which can lead more recovery
from them.
Recovery in theft case of PS-17:- Mr. Harman Arora C/o SCO 123124 Sector 17 C Chandigarh who is running jewelery shop stated that
during inspection he found that 8 Gold chains worth approximately 2.86
lakh and weight 85.55 grams were found to be missing from counter no. 9
of his shop. In this regard FIR No 71 Dt 10.03.2018 U/S 381 IPC was
registered. During investigation, one suspected person who work as
sweeper in said shop named Sarvesh was thoroughly interrogated, he
confessed the crime and recovered 9 pieces of gold chain (weight 81.27
Grams Value approx Rs 2.70 lacs) from his residence. He was arrested in
said case.
Thus the team under the supervision of Sh. Ram Gopal, SDPO
Chandigarh Central Division, lead by SHO-17 and I/C PP-22 arrested
accused namely Harinder Singh @ Harry S/o Gurjit Singh # 3598 sec
22D, Chandigarh, Deepak Mehra @ Vicky s/o Kishan Lal r/o # 3217, PEC
campus sec -12 Chandigarh and Amrit Pal @ Ashu S/o Balwinder Singh r/o
#1250/A Sec 20B Chandigarh in snatching cases and Sarvesh S/o Sh
Songnu R/o House No 1823 Sector 25 Chandigarh in theft case.
Recovered Items by PS-17:Two Mobile Phones (Samsung) and 09 pieces of gold chains (weight
81.27 Grams, value approx Rs 2.70 lacs)
Profile of accused:1. Harinder Singh @ Harry S/o Gurjit Singh # 3598 sec 22D,
Chandigarh Age -19 year, Qualification-Student of 12th class private,
Unmarried, unemployed, Drug Addict.
Previous History: Also arrested in case FIR No 62 Dated 26.02.2018
U/S 356, 379, 34,411 IPC PS-36, Chandigarh
2. Deepak Mehra @ Vicky s/o Kishan Lal r/o # 3217, PEC campus sec 12 Chandigarh Age - 24 years, Qualification-Student of Mechanical
Diploma Derabassi PB, Unmarried, unemployed, Drug Addict.
3. Amrit Pal @ Ashu S/o Balwinder Singh r/o #1250/A Sec 20B
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Chandigarh Age -20 years, Qualification- 12th Fail, Unmarried,
unemployed, Drug Addict.
4. Sarvesh S/o Sh Songnu R/o House No 1823 Sector 25 Chandigarh
Age 35 years, Qualification- Illiterate, Unmarried, was working
sweeper in said shop.
Skill development programme for youths of Chandigarh
Chandigarh police is going to start skill development programme for
youths of Chandigarh who are unemployed and may land in wrong company
& crime. The skill development program will be of three to four months
vocational courses in (1) Beauty and wellness (2) Data entry operator (3)
Food & Beverage stewards (4) Retail Store Assistant (5) General Duty
Hospital Assistant .
Preferences/criteria for selection of Boys and Girls is (1) Age
between 17.5 to 25 yrs (2) School dropouts only will be selected (3)
Juvenile offenders (4) Victims of crime (5) Unskilled labourer (6) Poor
youth. On 19.07.2018, DSP/Central, SHO Police Station Sec 11,17 &
Sarangpur, I/C Police Post 24 & I/C PP Neelam organised workshop at
Police Station Sector 17, in which total no. of 125 youths attended the
workshop in Police Station Sector-17, Chandigarh resident of area PS-03,
17 & Sarangpur for giving willingness to attend the above mentioned
vocational courses. Such type of courses will motivate these unemployed
youths to live their life peacefully and will help in creating a better
society, it is a community policing initiative to bridge the gap between
police and public.
Flag March by PS-17 in view of forthcoming Independence Day-2018
A flag march was passed by staff of Police Station Sector 17, Chandigarh
in the market area of Sector-22 Chandigarh and ISBT Sector-17
Chandigarh. During this general public as well as members of MWA have
been briefed to inform the police about any unattended object/bag etc
found or came to their notice. They were also sensitized to give
particulars of new servant/tenant/helper/PG’s to police.
These special checking drives are being conducted under
directions of senior officers issued to all the SDPOs/SHOs of police
stations in their respective areas. These special drives are being
conducted by Police Stations staff under the close supervision of SDPOs
and SHOs. All the SDPOs & SHOs have been briefed about the safety,
security of citizens especially Women & Children and maintenance of law
& order in their respective jurisdictions.
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Special Night Checking Nakas in view of forthcoming Independence
Day-2018
A special night search was carried out on night intervening
05/06.08.2018, in which total 35 Police official from Police station PS-17,
PS-11, PS-03 were deployed. During search, 4 naka's were installed near
bridge entry point Khuda jassu & Khuda Lahora, Beat box near Gurudwara,
Main entry Colony No 1& 2 Khuda Lahora, Exit side of Khuda Lahora,

Chandigarh. During the search, 3 patrolling party were also deputed to
search at inner areas. About 114 vehicles were checked out of which one
TVS Motor Cycle was taken in possession as unclaimed/abandoned. The
ownership of the vehicle is being verified.
These special checking drives are being conducted under
directions of senior officers issued to all the SDPOs/SHOs of police
stations in their respective areas. These special drives are being
conducted by Police Stations staff under the close supervision of SDPOs
and SHOs. All the SDPOs & SHOs have been briefed about the safety,
security of citizens especially Women & Children and maintenance of law
& order in their respective jurisdictions.
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Unearthing the nexus of gamblers in Hotel Shivalikview, Sector-17
Chandigarh Police achieved a major success under the supervision of Mrs.
Nilambari Jagadale, IPS W/SSP, UT, Chandigarh & Sh. Krishan Kumar
DSP/Central by unearthing the nexus the numbers of gamblers who were
gambling in hotel Shivalik View Setor-17, Chd with DICE lucky 7 number.
On the intervening night 7/8.08.2018 SI Rohitash Kumar Incharge PP-24,
along with his team were on patrolling duty in Govt. Vehicle. During
patrolling they received secret information that in room no. 401, 4 th Floor
at Shivalik Hotel Sector-17, Chandigarh approximately 25-30 persons are
gambling through Dice of Lucky 7, if the person who has put the amount
on lucky number wins, applied amount will be double. These persons are
ready to leave the hotel after finishing the game, if raided they can be
apprehended. The head of these gamblers is Avinash Maasa. The
information being correct the informer was left and this information was
brought into the notice of senior officers of the department.
On this as per order of senior officers Insp. Ram Rattan
SHO/PS-Sarangpur, Insp. Lakhvir Singh SHO/PS-11 assembled near
Parade Ground Sector-17, Chandigarh and a raid was conducted at room no.
401, 4th Floor at Shivalik Hotel Sector-17, Chd as per due procedure and
found that number of persons were present in said room and they were
playing DICE game. Huge Indian currency was also lying on the surface,
further these persons were apprehended. Total amount of Rs. 16, 40,768
was recovered from the room and further boxes of 7 DICE & 95 tokens
were taken in police possession through seizure memo. On further
interrogation 27 persons stated that all of them gambling through DICE
under Avinash Maasa and his associates. While gambling the amount applied
on the lucky 7 number is given double and the total amount is settled at
the end of game. The above said persons have been apprehended while
gambling in hotel Shivalik View through lucky 7 number game. A case FIR
No. 261, dated 08-08-2018 U/S 13-3-4-67 Gambling Act 1867 has been
registered in PS-17, Chandigarh.
During the investigation 27 accused have been arrested Total
amount of Rs. 16, 40,768 was recovered and material used for gambling

were also taken in police possession.
Action against Gambling
On secret information police party of Police Station Sector-17
apprehended five persons from near Hotel City Paradise and patrol pump
Sec-22/C, Chandigarh while they were gambling at public place through
playing cards. Total Rs. 49460/- and 52 playing cards were recovered
from their possession.
Recovered Item:Cash Rs. 49460/- and 52 playing cards
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Chandigarh Police Law & Order arrangement in view of student union
council elections in Panjab University.
Keeping in view of forthcoming various student union council elections in
Panjab University, Chandigarh and its affiliated colleges, all possible
arrangements have been made to ensure the peace during election and
avoid any untoward incident.
Total 80 police official from different units have been deputed in
Panjab University Chandigarh round the clock till election and targets
have been allotted to them to achieve our aim i.e. “Conduct Peaceful
Election in Punjab University”.
Students are being identified who may disturb the atmosphere of
Punjab University during election. On 23.08.2018, 117 such students were
identified and preventive action 107/150 Cr. PC was taken against them
who were summoned by the Hon’ble court of SDM central on 29.08.2018.
In addition to this, night search operations have been conducted
in Punjab University campus. During operation, hostels were checked to
ensure that no any outsiders are staying there and no any objectionable
articles lying in these hotels.
Police personnel along with security staffs of Punjab University
have been deputed at the entry gates of Punjab University and proper
checking of vehicles are being conducting by them to ensure that no any
objectionable articles as well as outsider may enter in the campus.
Surveillance of campus is being kept through CCTV cameras and
where CCTV cameras not installed, videographer has been deputed to
conduct the videography of that area.
Meeting has been conducted with the leader of student parties
and instructions have been passed that if any of their party found involve
in any incident or clash, then party leader will be responsible for his
party.
Apart from this, official of Crime Branch and CID has been
deputed in the campus of Punjab University to ensure peace in Campus.
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Snatching cases solved
Chandigarh police achieved a success to work out the snatching
case occurred in Sector 22 Chandigarh by the team under the supervision

of Sh. Krishan Kumar, SDPO Central Division, lead by SHO-17 and I/C PP22 with police party by the arrest of accused Varun Chaudhary S/o
Suresh Kumar R/o H. No. 17, Type-13 JEF, PGI, Sector-12 Chandigarh
Age-21 years alongwith one juvenile
During interrogation of accused Varun Chaudhary,
case FIR No. 242 dated 21.07.18 U/s 379,356,411 IPC PS-17 has been
worked out with recovery of mobile phone and purse. Both were produced
before the Hon’ble court, juvenile was sent to Juvenile home and one day
police remand of accused Varun Chaudhary was obtained. During remand
he revealed that in the year of 2015 he was arrested in four snatching
cases in Chandigarh. He further confessed that he along with said juvenile
committed snatchings on a blue color pulsar M/Cycle before the Month of
July-2018. They committed 03 snatchings in different Police Stations of
Chandigarh and 01 in Phase-6 Mohali (PB). These snatching confessed by
him are being verified. M/cycle involved in snatching cases, which in now in
accidental condition at Mohali was also taken into police possession. He is
on police remand and more recovery or snatching cases could be affected.
Recovered Item:Xolo Mobile Phone Duel SIM, Purse & Blue Pulsar M/Cycle
Profile of accused:5. Varun Chaudhary S/o Suresh Kumar R/o H. No. 17, Type13 JEF, PGI, Sector-12 Chandigarh Age -21 year, Qualification- 12th,
Un-married, unemployed.
6. One Juvenile
Previous History of accused Varun Chaudhary:
1.
FIR No. 34/23.01.15 U/s 356,379,411,34 IPC PS-11
2.
FIR No. 114/16.03.15 U/s 356,379,411,34 IPC PS11
3.
FIR No. 73/27.02.15 U/s 356,379,411,34 IPC PS17
4.
FIR No. 94/28.02.15 U/s 356,379 IPC PS-26
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Emigration cheating case solved with the arrest of alleged person
Complainant Mr Anurag Goyal S/o Pawan Kumar Goyal R/o H No 315, Ward
No 15B, Dhuri, Sangrur, PB stated that in the month of October 2017 he
approached to Career Overseas Consultancy Company SCO No. 53-54-55
Sector-17 D Chandigarh to go abroad. Alleged company advised him for
Turkey as per his profile and also given in written on their Visa counselling
form regarding service provided by them for Turkey i.e. Embassy Fee,
TRC charge 02 Years, 01 month accommodation, Air Ticket, Airport
Pickup, Job Rs 30-40 thousand, SIM card, insurance and Bank account.
Complainant has paid total Rs 3.65 lac. But they had not provided the said
service as per their commitment. Thus they cheated to complainant.
During enquiry, alleged Career Overseas Company does not have any
license/ permit under Emigration Act for sending the persons abroad on

work/ job/ recruitment purpose despite of this Career Overseas agency
has given in writing to the applicant for Job. Thus said company allure the
innocent person and cheated them by charging huge money. As per report
of Ministry of External Affair said agency is not registered under
Emigration Act 1983. After conducted the enquiry and approval of Senior
Officers case FIR No 289 dt 5.9.18 u/s 420 IPC & 24 Emigration Act
1983 PS 17 has been registered against the Directors of Career Overseas
agency.
During the course of investigation original Visa Counseling form/ receipt
of payment mentioning the assured service to be provided by them and
TRP (Temporary Residency Permit) have been taken into police possession.
During course of investigation on 5.9.18, accused Neeraj Wadhera S/o
Krishan Gopal R/o H No 1126, Pushpak Complex, sector 49B, Chandigarh
Director of Career Overseas Immigration Company has been arrested.
Today he was produced before the Hon’ble Court and obtained 02 days
police remand for thoroughly interrogation.
Recovered Item:Original Visa Counseling form/ receipt of payment and TRP (Temporary
Residency Permit)
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One arrested in attempt to murder case
A case FIR No. 354 dated 15.11.18 U/s 336 IPC, 25/27/54/59 Arms Act
added 307, 34 IPC, PS-17, U.T. Chandigarh was registered in which
complainant stated that he is running Nukkar Dhaba at Sector-22/C,
Chandigarh. On 15.11.18 at about 12.00 AM, after closing his Dhaba he was
going to his brother-in-law namely Vimal, who is also running a Dhaba in
the name of Delhi Parantha Gali, Sector-22/A, Chandigarh. When he
reached near Paul Merchants, Sector-22 and saw three cars came on
17/22 dividing road towards Sector-22 and stopped near cricket stadium
chowk. All persons were abusing to each other. Out of them, one person
started pelting stone and another boy fired shot in the air.
During investigation a special team was constituted, information was
developed. After recorded the statements of victims Vineet Gautam,
Ranbir, etc U/s 307, 34 IPC has been added in above said case. On secret
information one accused Kulbir Singh @ Guddu S/o Shingara Singh Dogar
R/o # 4733/3, Sector 38 West, DMC, Chandigarh was arrested on
27.11.18 and on his disclosure a country made pistol .32 bore and three
live cartridge recovered. He was thoroughly questioned and he disclosed
his associate’s names as Nav Sandhu and Jai Pandit, who were involved in
crime. On the day of incident Nav Sandhu came to him on his Pulsar
M/cycle. He alongwith Nav Sandhu and Jai Pandit came to Sector-22,
Chandigarh. He tried to fire a shot but could not succeed then Nav
Sandhu fired shot in the air from his pistol. Nav Sandhu is residing at

Village- Ghagga, Tehsil-Samana, Distt-Patiala, Punjab and Jai Pandit
belongs to Bikaner, Rajasthan.
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Interstate cheating gang busted by PS 17
Chandigarh police achieved a major success by arresting 08 members of
an interstate gang, who operated in the Tricity, Mumbai, Kolkata,
Bangalore, and Delhi. They used to cheat people by showing them bundle
of original currency note to replace with a discount and thereafter giving
them the papers binded in a handkerchief by telling them that there are
currency note in it and in lieu of that took away their original currency,
which people generally used to bring to bank to deposit the same. This
gang operated nearby the banks and generally befools the people, who are
uneducated. All of these accused belong to same village, from motihari
district in Bihar. They used to tell their family back home that there is
Muthu Factory in Chandigarh and they are working into it. They used to
sent them money from there. After cheating the poor people they used to
deposit the money in different bank accounts.
With the arrest of below mentioned 08 persons four cases of cheating
have been solved.
Cases solved
1. Case FIR 390 dated 22.12.18 U/s 420,406,34 IPC PS-17, Chandigarh
2. Case FIR 191 dated 11.06.18 U/s 420, 34 IPC PS-17 Chandigarh
3. Case FIR 09 dated 08.01.18 U/s 420 IPC PS-17 Chandigarh
4. Case FIR 221 dated 09.07.18 U/s 420, 34 IPC PS-17 Chandigarh
Profile of accused
1. Mukesh Kumar Mahto S/o Mahabir Mahto R/o Village-Mathyan
Barriyarpur, PS-Pipra Kothi district- Motihari (Bihar), Present address:R/o H. No. 1436, DMC, Chandigarh. Age-30 years, Education- 8th Class
2. Shatrudhan Mahto s/o Hardev Mahto R/o Village-Mathyan Barriyarpur,
PS-Pipra Kothi district- Motihari (Bihar) Present address:- R/o H. No.
1436, DMC, Chandigarh Age: 25 Yrs, Education: 7th Class
3. Kavinder Kumar S/o Birender Mahto R/o Village-Mathyan Barriyarpur,
PS-Pipra Kothi district- Motihari (Bihar) Present address:- R/o H. No.
1436, DMC, Chandigarh, Age: 19 Yrs Education: 9th Class
4. Upender Kumar S/o Raghav Mahto R/o Village-Mathyan Barriyarpur,
PS-Pipra Kothi district- Motihari (Bihar) Present address:- R/o H. No.
1436, DMC, Chandigarh, Age: 19 Yrs, Education: 10th Class
5. Kapil Dev Mahto S/o Raghubir Mehto R/o Village-Mathyan Barriyarpur,

PS-Pipra Kothi district- Motihari (Bihar) Present address:- R/o H. No. 81,
C/o Ajib Singh S/o Ram Dev Singh Village-Kaimbali Distt-Mohali. Age-28
years, Education: 4th
6. Kawal Sahni S/o Matook Sahni R/o Village-Mathyan Barriyarpur, PSPipra Kothi district- Motihari (Bihar) Present address:- R/o H. No. 81, C/o
Ajib Singh S/o Ram Dev Singh Village-Kaimdali Distt-Mohali. Age-25
years, Education: Nil
7. Sudesh Mahto S/o Rajawal Mahto R/o Village-Pipra Kothi-D, PS- Pipra
Kothi District- Motihari (Bihar) Present address:- R/o H. No. 81, C/o Ajib
Singh S/o Ram Dev Singh Village-Kaimdali Distt-Mohali. Age-25 years,
Education: Nil
08. Sanjeev Kumar S/o Bindeshwar Mahto R/o Village-Pipra Kothi-D, PSPipra Kothi District- Motihari (Bihar) Present address:- R/o H. No. 81, C/o
Ajib Singh S/o Ram Dev Singh Village-Kaimdali Distt-Mohali. Age-21
years, Education: 8th.
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Fraudster/Cheater arrested
Chandigarh police achieved a major success by arresting one lady who
used to cheat the gold smiths. Her modus operand was that she moved
along with one another lady by wearing good cloths in order to make
impression that she belong to well established family. She usually went to
ornaments shop and selects the ornaments. Thereafter she use to say
that she forgets the money and can made the payment by cheque. If the
shopkeeper refused, she further asked the shopkeeper to send the
ornaments to her house and she can make the payment over there. When
the shopkeeper went to her house and hand over the jewellery, then she
again give an excuse that she is not having money and the shopkeeper
have no option at that time and take the cheque against the ornaments.
Thereafter when the shopkeepers present the cheque in the bank, the
same got dishonored. When the complainant asked for the payment, they
both threatened him to implicate in false case of Rape & Molestation.
Case FIR No. 03 dated 04.01.19 U/s 420,406,506,120 B IPC was
registered at Police Station Sector-17 on the complaint of Akhil Jain c/o
Nikka Mal Babu Ram Jeweller Sector-22 D Chandigarh that two ladies
namely Jaspreet Kaur & Balbir Kaur cheated him and also threatened his
associates. Both purchased gold worth Rs. 3,21,000/- and give cheque and
the cheques were bounced later on. When the complainant asked for the
payment, they both threatened him to implicate in false case of Rape &
Molestation.
On 04.01.19, source information was received by Inspector Jaspal Singh
Bhullar regarding the lady that she use to cheat the gold smiths is
roaming in Sector-22 Jewellery market and she came here with the

motive to sell the Jewellery which she cheated from different Jeweller.
A special team was constituted immediately and the team nabbed accused
person. The gold ornaments comprising of 02 gold chains, 03 pair toppes, 1
locket, 1 Magalsutra, 3 Gent rings & 1 neckless were recovered from her
possession and were sealed at the time of recovery. During investigation,
it came light that she has committed the similar crime with Verma
Jeweller Sector-56 Chandigarh and took the jewellery amount Rs.
1,91,000/- and from Shree Ram Jewller Sector-56 Chandigarh amount Rs.
2,21,000/-. She has also committed such crime at many places in Punjab
and Himachal.
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Gold Jewellry recovered from cheating accused
Chandigarh police achieved a major success by recovering gold
jewellery appox 70 grams which was deposited to Muthood Finance by
lady accused who use to cheat the gold smiths. Her modus operand is that
she moved along with one another lady by wearing good cloths in order to
make impression that she belong to well established family. She usually
went to ornaments shops of Chandigarh Punjab and Himachal and selects
the ornaments. Thereafter she use to say that she forgets the money and
can made the payment by cheque. If the shopkeeper refused, she further
asked the shopkeeper to send the ornaments to her house and she can
make the payment over there. When the shopkeeper went to her house
and hand over the jewellery, then she again give an excuse that she is not
having money and the shopkeeper have no option at that time and take the
cheque against the ornaments. Thereafter when the shopkeeper present
the cheque in the bank, the same got dishonored. When the complainant
asked for the payment, they both threatened him to implicate in false
case of Rape & Molestation.
Case FIR No. 03 dated 04.01.19 U/s 420,406,506,120 B IPC was
registered at Police Station Sector-17 on the complaint of Akhil Jain c/o
Nikka Mal Babu Ram Jeweller Sector-22 D Chandigarh that two ladies
namely Jaspreet Kaur & Balbir Kaur cheated him and also threatened his
associates. Both purchased gold worth Rs. 3,21,000/- and give cheque and
the cheques were bounced.Accused threatened that she will implicate her
in false case of rape if demanded money
On 04.01.19, the accused arrested and few gold ornaments were
recovered from her possession. During investigation two days police
remand was obtained by the court. On 07.01.18 again one day police
remand was obtained and we recovered Gold jewellery Appox 70 grams
which was deposited to Muthood finance at Kharar and she took
Rs.1,51,000/- cash from them against this jewellery items. Complainant
also identified the said jewellery.
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Chandigarh police achieved a success by nabbing 3 Juveniles from
whom total 08 Vehicles (04 Motor Cycles, 03 Activa, 01 Aviator)
recovered and 03 cases of PS 17 worked out. Remaining 5 vehicles are yet

to be clarified that from where these vehicles were stolen. In these
cases 02 vehicles recovered from the parking of RLA Sec-17, 02 from the
PGI Parking, 3 from BDC 26 and 01 from Jungle area of Shani Mandir
Dhanas. The master mind of the team is the youngest one, a 12 years old
little boy, student of 8th standard. He along with his two friends age 14 &
16 years were used to steal two wheelers parked in market area of Sector
22 & Sector 34. They are keeping one old key to steal the vehicles. After
theft they drive the vehicle for pleasure only and parks that here and
there after use. The master mind of the team youngest one has already
been apprehended in 04 cases registered in PS Sarangpur & PS 17 theft
case.
Cases solved
1. Case FIR 04 dated 04.01.2019 U/s 379, 411 IPC PS-17 Chandigarh
2. Case FIR 94 dated 01.04.2019 U/s 379, 411 IPC PS-17 Chandigarh
3. Case FIR 97 dated 02.04.2019 U/s 379, 411 IPC PS-17 Chandigarh
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Gamblers arrested
Chandigarh Police achieved a major success by nabbing 4 accused and
recovery of cash Rs.12550/- & a set of playing cards (Taash) from their
possession. On 10.04.2019, a secret information received that four boys
were playing cards/gambling at public place in the park, near Shastri
Market, Sector-22/C, Chandigarh. On this Police Party raided and caught
below mentioned four accused red handed and a case FIR No.104 dated
10.04.2019 U/s 13-3-67 Gambling Act, PS-17, Chandigarh has been
registered.
Snatchers arrested
Chandigarh Police achieved a success by arresting two young accused
involved in snatching case occurred on 10.4.2019, near house No.2141,
Sector-22/C, Chandigarh. A Police team of PS-17 nabbed two accused
namely Vijay Kumar @ Rahul, Age-18 years and Sohaib Malik, Age-19
years, in case FIR No.106 dated 11.04.2016 U/s 356, 379, 34 IPC, PS-17,
Chandigarh.
Complainant Sh. Sat Narayan Bansal S/o Sh.Ram Chander R/o # 2711,
Sector-22/C, Chandigarh reported that he is running his shop at Shastri
Market Sector-22/C, Chandigarh. Yesterday evening i.e. dated 10.04.2019
at about 6.30 pm, he was going towards his house by foot and was carrying
cash approximate Rs.25,000/- to 27,000/- in a bag. When he reached
near # 2141, Sector-22/C, Chandigarh, one boy came from his back side
and snatched his cash bag and ran away with his other associate on Motor
Cycle, who was waiting ahead at a small distance from the place of
occurrence with start Motor Cycle.
Today, on secret information both accused were arrested
and Rs.27,000/- cash alongwith the Motor Cycle used for snatching
recovered from their possession. It is apprehended that they may be
involved in some another snatching cases.
Recovered Item:-

1. Cash Rs.27,000/2. Motor Cycle No.CH-01AN-8092 TVS Sports, Black & Green
Colour used in the crime.
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Jewelry shop theft case solved
Chandigarh Police achieved a major success by nabbing two
accused namely Anil Vishavkarma S/o Sh. Ram Ashre R/o H.No.68,
Partap Colony, Rajpura, Distt. Patiala, PB, Age-35 years and Rajiv S/o
Late Ram Lal R/o H. no. 121, Kasturba Seva Mandir Patiala Road
Rajpur, Distt-Patiala (PB) Age-23 years, who are involved in the theft
incident of Reeva Jewellers at Sector-23, Chandigarh occurred on
14.06.2019. Owner of Reeva Jewellers namely Pintu Midda and Rupak
Malik reported that on 13.06.2019 they closed their shop at 8.00 PM.
Keys of the shop were with Pintu Midda. Next day at around 10.40 AM
when he went to the shop, he found that the shutter of the shop was
opened, locks of locker were also opened and gold jewellery &
diamond items were missing. Accordingly on his complaint case FIR
No.172 dated 14.06.2016 U/s 381 IPC, PS-17, Chandigarh has been
registered.
During investigation CCTV footage were thoroughly checked
and found that three persons came to shop in a Auto and committed
theft at 5.30 AM on 14.06.19. The Auto number was not very much
clear due to low picture quality of camera. However, the list of
complete series of suspected numbers of Auto Rickshaw were obtained
and scrutinized few numbers. Teams were sent to the addresses of all
suspected scrutinized numbers of Auto Rickshaw and finally got the
exact one. After cross questioning from the Auto driver it came to light
that two accused persons were hired the said Auto from Sector-22/23
light point upto Zirakpur. When they sat in the Auto, they requested
him to take them to Sector-23 market for a single minute work. Hence,
Auto driver took them to Sector-23 market in-front of Reeva Jewellers
shop. One accused went upstairs and came within few minutes with a
bag. The driver dropped them to Zirakpur light point. When the Auto
drive described about suspects, it apprehended that the accused might
be related to the workers of Reeva Jewellers. On 27.06.19 accused has
been arrested on the identification of Auto driver (one of the prime
witness) and two gold type bangles affixed with Ruby type stones and
numbers of diamond type stones were recovered from his possession.
He also disclosed that he committed this crime with his associate Rajiv
who is keeping the remaining stolen Jewellery items with him. On
27.06.19, co-accused Rajiv has also been arrested on the identification
of Auto driver as well as complainant Sh. Pintu Midda and some gold
ornaments recovered from his possession at the time of arrest and
during further investigation today i.e. 28.06.19, accused Rajiv produced
in the Hon’ble court and obtained one day police remand. During police
remand remaining stolen jewellery items recovered on the disclosure of

accused Rajiv. The detail of same is as under:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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01 Gold piece (heavy) with one small piece
01 small Gold tree with small chain pieces
04 small diamonds pack
01 big gold tree
37 diamond/gold rings
02 diamonds/gold bangles
04 pieces of one gold/diamond bangles
04 silver color gold rings

Three cases of Theft solved
Chandigarh Police achieved a major success by nabbing 03
accused in three different cases of Police Station Sector-17,
Chandigarh which are as under:1.
On secret information, a boy namely Nishant S/o Dev
Singh R/o # 1487, Sector-25 Chandigarh, has been arrested in
case FIR No.394 dated 26/12/18 U/s 457, 380 IPC added 411 IPC.
In this case, he along with his associates Gaurav @ Bindu
committed theft of Rs.3000/- and documents by breaking the
shutters of two Verka Booths of Sector-23, Chandigarh. During
investigation a document of complainant has been recovered and
co-accused Gaurav will be arrested shortly.
2.
In 2nd case on the night intervening 09/10.07.19, a
pulsar Motor Cycle No. MP-04QD-4623 was stolen by some
unknown person from H.No.1678, Sector-22/B, Chandigarh in this
regard a case FIR No.214 dated 10.07.19 U/S 379 IPC added 411
IPC lodged and during investigation on secret information a team
comprising of I/o HC Avtar Singh, No.2629/CP, HC Devender
Singh, No.3382/CP and Const. Deepak Yadav, No.6414/CP nabbed
accused Baljinder Singh S/o Malkit Singh R/o village Bhagomajra,
District Mohali, PB by laying a Naka at Sector-22 along with stolen
Motor Cycle and arrested him in the said case. He was interrogated
thoroughly and disclosed that he was not involved in any other case.
Today accused Baljinder Singh has been produced in the Hon’ble
court and 1 day police remand has been obtained.
3.
In 3rd case, FIR No. 215 dt 10.07.19 U/S 406,34 IPC
complainant Devender Kumar Verma R/o House No.3305, Sector23, Chandigarh stated that one lady came to his shop for
purchasing a gold ring, he shows her so many rings, out of which
one gold ring was selected by said lady. She stated that she want
to show the ring to her mother who is sitting outside in the Car.
She came out side and fled away with her husband, who was already

sitting on the Alto car alongwith gold ring. During course of
investigation, on secret information, a trap was laid down and one
person namely Gajjan Singh S/o Late Sh. Gurdev Singh R/o # 3521,
Phase 11, Mohali, PB, Age 32 years has been arrested. He was
thoroughly interrogated and disclosed that he used to cheat
jewellers in tri-city with the help of his wife namely Balwinder Kaur
Age -28 Years and also committed similar crime at Sector-20,
Sector-35, Chandigarh & Phase 5 Mohali etc. Efforts are being
made to arrest Balwinder Kaur but she is still at large. Today
accused Gajjan Singh has been produced in the Hon’ble court and 1
day police remand has been obtained.
48.
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Murder case Solved
Chandigarh police achieved a major success by cracking the double murder
case of two real sisters within 24 hours by apprehending the accused
Kuldeep Singh R/o H No 265 AKS-II, Shivalik Vihar Zirakpur, PB age 30
years from New Delhi Railway Station.
Yesterday, the police team was patrolling in the areas
sector 22 Chandigarh where a person namely Satwinder Singh alongwith
one more person met and told that on the top floor of H No 2598 Sector
22C, Chandigarh, where two girls are living. The door of the house is
locked from outside, it might be possible that something wrong happened
inside. On this, Insp Kuldeep Singh along with police team reached there
and in his presence the owner of the house broke open the lock by using
hammer and when the door got opened they saw two girls lying in pool of
blood. A lady namely Shashi Bala who is also residing in the same house
give the statement regarding the incident, on which case FIR No.257
dated 15.08.19 U/s 302 IPC PS-17 has been registered. She stated that
she used to wake up early in the morning as she has to supply Tiffin to her
customers. On 15.08.19, at about 4.00-5.00 AM, she heard
crying/shouting noise coming from the Top Floor room where two girls
(real sisters) are residing from many years. On that she reached on the
top floor and found the door was open, where she saw a boy but said boy
told her to go back as nothing happened there. Thereafter, she came to
her room at first floor. After some time she saw that said boy was going
downstairs with long steps alongwith bag on his back. She stated that the
said boy oftenly used to visit the house to meet these girls. She further
stated that both the girls were murdered by that boy who used to visit
the said house. Both the girls belong to Vill Baluana, Abohar, Fazilka,
Punjab.
During the course of investigation, spot was inspected by
local police as well as CFSL team, CCTV footages of vicinity were
procured, mobile data verified. After developing the information two
special teams were constituted. During investigation, Kuldeep Singh
nabbed from New Delhi Railway Station and brought to Chandigarh. After

detailed questioning, the accused Kuldeep Singh arrested in the above
said case. The investigation of the case is in progress.
Accused profile:Kuldeep Singh R/o # 265 AKS-II, Shivalik Vihar Zirakpur, PB, Age 30
years,
Qualification
= 10+2,
Job
= Pvt Job at competent Synergies Pvt Ltd,
Criminal record = No previous history
49.
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Chandigarh Police achieved a major success with the arrest of dreaded
criminal Upkar who was wanted to Chandigarh Police in connection with
the murder case which was committed by him along with his associates on
4.9.2019 in the area of Police Station Sector-17, Chandigarh. FIR No.
272/2019 U/S 302, 34 IPC & 27 Arms Act was registered at Police
Station Sector-17, Chd in this regard.
After the incident W/SSP Chandigarh constituted two teams,
one of crime branch and other team of Police Station Sector-17, Chd. SP
City Sh. Vineet Kumar,IPS was the deputed to supervise the case on day
to day basis.
Three accused Vikas @ Boxer, Gurmeet @ Dakilya and Amit @
Amit Grover were arrested earlier by the team of Crime Branch,
Chandigarh. The remaining accused went under ground and was out of
reach of the Police as they were not using the mobile phone or other
electronic/social media. So it became nearly impossible for the police to
trace them. They were not residing at their home address.
DSP/Central Sh. Krishan Kumar and SHO-17 Insp Jaspal
Singh Bhullar were continuously tracking these criminals. Raids were
conducted at different hideouts of accused persons on different
intervals but could not succeed. Informers were also deputed to trace
remaining accused. Yesterday i.e. on 23.10.19, the informer who was
behind the one of accused namely Upkar gave secret information that it
might be possible that Upkar is coming to Chandigarh to meet one of his
friend. The information was about two places where Upkar can be nabbed.
The information got shared with the senior officers and two strong teams
comprising Insp Sukhchain Singh, Sub Insp Satnam Singh, SI Naveen
Kumar etc. were deputed to nab Upkar. The moment Upkar reached
Sector-16, Chandigarh. He was chased by the team of the Chandigarh
Police and nabbed back side rose garden. During investigation, two
weapons and live cartridge recovered on his instance of Upkar . The detail
of the same is as under:-

1.

Country made weapon .315 Bore

2. Three live Cartridges .315 Bore
3. Country made weapon .12 Bore
4. Ten live Cartridges .12 Bore

As per preliminary investigation, it came to light that
Upkar with the assistance of some girl by using the social media called the
victim Tejinder Singh to ISBT Sector-17, Chd on 4.9.19. All the accused
persons were already present there at ISBT Sector-17 waiting for
Tejinder Singh. The moment Tejinder arrived Sumer @ Bhuria and Vikas
@ Boxer came from one side and the other persons came from the other
side. They shoot out Tejinder Singh and flee from there by taking Auto
Rikshaw. Upkar was also present there and was carrying two loaded
weapons. The main task assigned to Upkar was to bring out Tejinder alone
to such a place where he can be easily shot out for taking revenge.
The main reason behind rivalry that Mohit @ Boxer who was the
younger brother of Vikas @ Boxer was murdered by the gang of Tejinder
due to the political rivalry during college elections. Due to this rivalry on
14.8.19 Upkar along with his associates committed double murdered of
the associates of Tejinder in the areas of PS Narvana Sadar, Jind,
Haryana. After committing double murder, they planned to murder
Tejinder. As Tejinder was not moving alone so they use the social
media/girl to bring out Tejinder alone. As Tejinder reached ISBT Sector17, Chd he was shot dead by the above said persons.
Upkar S/o Rajesh R/o Village Ram Nagar Gali no. 9, Narvana, Jind
Haryana Age:- 19 Yrs is also wanted to Haryana Police in double murder
case in FIR No. 199 dated 14.8.19 u/s 302 IPC PS-Narvana, Sadar, Jind,
Haryana which was committed by him along with his associates.
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Today, the accused Upkar produced in the court of CJM, Chandigarh
and procured three day Police remand. The investigation of the case is in
progress.
Chandigarh Police achieved a major success by arresting six persons while
Gambling and recovered amount Rs. 2,23,500/-.
On dated 20.3.2020, at about 11.00 PM, secret information was received
regarding the Gambling activity on the top floor in a room constructed on
the terrace area of Hotel Oyster SCO No. 1-2-3 Sector-17/A,
Chandigarh. After receiving the information a team was constituted under
the supervision of SHO PS-17 and raid was conducted by the Police party
on the top floor (terrace area) of Hotel Oyster. This area is being used
by Rajesh Bali as Bali’s Restaurant. During raid by the Police party they
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nabbed six persons who were found gambling there including Rajesh Bali.
They were caught red handed while Gambling and 52 playing cards
recovered from them. Total cash recovered from them is Rs. 2,23,500/- .
A Case FIR No. 51 dated 21.3.2020 u/s 13/3/67 Gambling Act PS-17,
Chandigarh was registered against them. All the six involved in the
Gambling activity were arrested and later bailed out.
Flag March to sensitize people in view of Covid-19
Keeping in view of the spread of covid 19, senior officers passed direction
to sensitize the public to wear face masks and maintain social distancing.
Today flag marches were carried out under the supervision of SDPO
Central at the areas of sukhna lake, sector 25 , sector 22 mobile market ,
shastri market , Sabji mandi ISBT 17, EWS flats sarangpur by concerned
SHOs and IC PPs with force from police stations.
During the flag March public announcement were also made to the local
residents and shopkeepers of locality and sensitized them about legal
action taken by the local police against the people not following guidelines
of social distancing and masks.
Gangster arrested
On 17.08.2020, Chandigarh Police achieved a major success by arresting
notorious gansgster Gurpreet Singh @ Gopi S/o Parkash Singh R/o VPOBeerowal Distt Nawashahar PB Age 26 Yrs & Firoz Khan S/o Mohd Salim
R/o H No. 417 Govind Nagar Naya Gaon, Mohali PB Age 32 Yrs with a
country made pistol and 05 live cartridges from near backside Football
Stadium Sector 17, Chandigarh. On this a Case FIR No.146 Dated
17.08.2020 U/s 25, 54, 59 Arms Act and 120-B IPC has been registered
in Police Station Sector-17, Chandigarh.
Gurpreet Singh @ Gopi is associated with Dilpreet Bawa gang and he is
involved in more than 20 criminal cases Including Murder, Attempt to
Murder & Arms Act in Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh. Whereas Firoz
Khan is a property dealer at Nayagaon, District Mohali, Punjab.
Chandigarh police rewarded a Civilian
Sh. Sanjay Baniwal, IPS, Director General of Police, UT, Chandigarh along
with Sh. Kuldeep Singh Chahal, IPS, SSP/UT, Chandigarh, rewarded a
civilian namely Jamna Lal S/o Omkarji R/o Chittorgarh (Rajasthan) age 30
years for showing exemplary courage in nabbing a snatcher at Sector 22,
Chandigarh on 15.12.2020. The cash reward of Rs. 5,000/- has been given
for apprehending the accused on the spot.
Brief fact of case
This case has been registered on the statement of Jamna Lal s/o
Omkarji R/o Chittorgarh (Rajasthan) who is a balloon seller at Mobile
Market, Sector-22, Chandigarh wherein he stated that on 15.12.2020 at
about 8.30PM when he was sitting on footpath in front of English Wine
Shop, Sector 22B CHD with her wife and son (Aged 6 years) who was
playing game in his mobile phone, suddenly a boy came there and snatched
mobile phone make Vivo from his son and run away towards Bus Stand

Chowk, Sector-17 side. Complainant ran behind him and caught him near
Bus Stand Chowk, Sector-17, Chandigarh while he crossed divider and
handed over him to police party. The accused namely Sunny S/o Raj Kumar
R/o # 2245, Sector 28/C, Chandigarh Aged 19 Years has been arrested.
In this regard, a Case FIR No, 203 dated 15.12.2020 U/S 379/A IPC has
been registered in PS-17, Chandigarh. Investigation of case is in
progress.
Recognition
Mr. Jamna Lal s/o Omkarji R/o Distt. Chittorgarh (Rajasthan) has
shown exemplary courage, bravery, contributed while apprehending such
accused person for committing such crime in the society. Chandigarh
Police recognizes his efforts and as a token of appreciation, cash reward
5000/- has been given to Mr. Jamna Lal for his future encouragement.

